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Structure Variables Functions

Global recommendations
At a high-level, the breakdown of subsections off of the main learning time is relatively well organized. Getting 
started, tutorials, reference, education, and playground. 

Some initial thoughts on the global recommendations for the learning section. The learning section of this 
website is relatively confusing in terms of drilling down exactly to what a user or maybe searching for. There 
doesn't seem to be a cohesive structure to this section of this website whatsoever. It seems as though there are 
multitudes of the list upon list buried and subsections of the learning section. There was one word to describe 
the section it would be overwhelming.

Linking redundancies - Additionally, there are a multitude of repeat links and areas that link back to themselves 
at him further confusion.

Sidebar navigation - Suggestion to add the general header above the sidebar navigation title to “Playground 
Content” this will assist the user to visually to understand that they can navigate or target down the page via 
the sidebar. My initial impression was that this was a separate list.

Standardize subcategory navigation - suggestion to standardize subcategory navigation similar to the image 
above.

Subcategory Drilldown - Sugest simplifying the page and reducing page length by addressing the three main 
categories in drop downs.

No design or UX suggestions. 

I suggest standardizing this UX and UI approach as it is visually pleasing and joyful to use.

I suggest rearranging this page in a similar fashion to the tutorials section. Additionally standardizing the side 
bar navigation to also mrmark the navigation on the education page.

This process of submitting a project is incredibly confusing. One recommendation would be a form page off 
easily allowing the user to submit all necessary information to an existing library that may have a substructure 
to it.

I recommend illuminating all of the surfaced blog posts. Rather create a grid for all of the existing navigable 
links on the page. Therefore making one square on the grid for a link to the blog.

Suggest sub categorizing drop downs similar to the reference page under learned section. Suggest sub 
categorizing types of products available for purchase.

Suggest formatting each individual contact us area such as user support for instants with it formatted 
approach to the individual or department email and contact as well as website link so that users have an easier 
time visually understanding the separation between contact us section's, individuals associated, and site links

Suggest the deleating of everything underneath of the linkable tag table. 

Recommend removing the contact us link off of the support page.

Recommend two separate sections for contact one vote of support driven and one that is new business driven

Recommend removing products for sale and surfacing program information at the top of the page.

Recommend removing products for sale and surfacing program information at the top of the page.

User Support 

Bug Reporting

New sub categories types for products available for purchase. Plus Sort By Drop down

Page to populate with products by type and alphabetically categorized by scheme.

Suggest finding 
subcategories for products 
based on a tagging system

Homepage reorganization and restructure recommendations

Recomend new Grid structure homepage

Header

Footer

Recomend new sidebar list for surfaced links

I suggest deletion and or relocation of the “other sections” of this page. These sections add to the confusion on 
the page and distract the user from potentially completing the submission of a project to the archive.

I suggest following the same and organizational structure is the education section of learning. Whereby, the 
left-hand navigation acts as a tool bar for the user. Also suggest brighter and larger labels to assist the user 
and understanding the hierarchy of the sections of the blog.

Sidebar navigation - Suggestion to add interaction feedback to allow the user to understand that the sidebar 
navigation targets them down the page. Sidebar navigation is confusing without visual targeting feedback per 
image below used on educaton page.

Playground content suggestions - suggest matching the playground content in the main section of the page 
with similar content and structure and labels of the sidebar. Suggest an alphabetical schema.
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Websites being reviewed - https://www.arduino.cc

Buy Section

The buy section of the website is cognitively overwhelming upon first landing on the page. There seems to be an abundance of 
products that surfaced with no rhyme or reason to the individual user's interests.  My suggestion is to introduce a level of 
personalization. 

My suggested buy section of the website categorizes dropdowns, in a horizontal line fashion, allowing the user to drill down 
and sort by the type of product the individual may be searching for. Arduino, as a company, has an incredible amount of 
diverse, sophisticated, and complicated to understand technology-driven switch boards and computer parts. And intelligent 
filtering tool, on the purchase page, will allow a user to filter the products they're specifically looking for on the page, based 
upon how they manipulate the tool. At a high level, this will simplify what is currently an overwhelming page which is not 
personalized to the user. 

(See drawing on blueprint)

Homepage

The homepage of the website is also cognitively overwhelming when first landing on the page. The abundance of blog posts 
that show up have no categorization based on user’s interest. My suggestion is to eliminate all of the blog posts that are 
currently surfacing and consuming valuable real estate area on the homepage. Replacing those with a series of cubes, where 
each cube is dedicated to a certain area of the website. With this concept, the blog post will only surface one posting in one 
cube only. 

Additionally, I'm suggesting the standardization of a left hand navigational column that is responsive to the users choices. An 
example of this can be seen in the learning section under playground.  The Arduino  web designers have already created a 
navigational pattern that at a high level is functional and responds to the users choices of navigation visually. My suggestion 
would be to augment this design across all pages, where applicable, but also to introduce it initially on the homepage has a 
design pattern.

(See drawing on blueprint Learn/Playground)

Software

The software section of the website begins to become more cognitively digestible. Arduino  Designers have begun to introduce 
large table cells with images to further define hierarchically the two 2- 4 most important aspects of this section.

The Arduino  web editor is the primary focus of the section. The web editor is also the primary driving piece of software behind 
Arduino and is capable of pairing with the products it sells.

Hierarchically and visually, I like the way information has been structured on this page. However, below the hourly builds and 
previous released DIVs,  I'd recommend putting surfacing source code, other software, terms of use, and share feature, into a 
new left hand navigational column that I've called for in the above paragraphs. This simple design change may further reduce 
the cognitive impact of the webpage and, hopefully, simplify the visual burden of navigation on this page.

Learning

The learning section of the website is probably the most confusing of all of the sections and ultimately took the longest to 
produce in a blueprint. How to find level, the hierarchy of how the website is subcategorized within the learning section, is 
helpful to the user. Getting started, tutorials, references, education, and playground are adequate subsections in the learning 
section. I would not make changes to how the sub-categories have been addressed or labeled. Instead, I would recommend 
making the changes at a high level across all of these subsections to eliminate redundancies, as much as possible. At a high 
level there appears to be much duplicate information and many cross-referenced links back and forth to each other between 
the sections. My first impression is that this can be overwhelming and further confuse what is already information heavy and 
community/user-rich environment.

One possible new subcategory for the learning section, if there were to be one, would be an instructions section, that would 
allow users to easily navigate towards downloadable or digital instructions for boards, shields, as well as retired boards. This 
would then eliminate a large navigational list of labeled instructions that takes up valuable real estate in the getting started 
section. 

Visually, the tutorial section is well-defined and well laid out in terms of its cognitive impact and navigational ability. I really like 
how the staff has decided to present information in the tutorials section. Additionally,drilling down further into the tutorial 
section, examples from the library, the page, and navigational elements on the left hand side are well thought out and well 
organized. The broader problem is that these areas are content heavy and content rich. With that being said, I believe the UX to 
be relatively solid both hierarchically, as well as organizationally labeled.  I would also  recommend consulting with a subject 
matter expert  to assure terminology organization is being effectively executed.

(See drawing on blueprint Learn/References for further suggestions)

Blog

The blog section of the website is another confusing portal problem. Visually at first glance, it appears to be creative and well 
thought-out, however, it seems to be confusing and arduous to the user to understand the submission process. Additionally, 
the user is taken to a completely new website, which in my opinion further complicates the problem. (create.arduino.cc/) My 
suggestion for this section is the further simplification of elements that have nothing to do with the submission of a project, i.e. 
the blog.  Understandably, a blog is a social engagement with a user., Hence, there are social aspects to consider, such as 
members who respect this project, as well as other aspects of functionality, such as giving feedback, sharing, searching for 
other products and projects, etc. I would focus, instead, on hierarchically helping the user to finish a task driven request of the 
submission of a project to the blog and to push down the social aspects of the page visually to an area that will help enforce 
the user to focus on the task at hand versus diverting their attention away from the task.

(See drawing on blueprint Blog for further suggestions)

Contact

The contact page of the website, at first glance, is confusing. However, I understand what the user experience is intended to be. 
I feel as though it simply needs a  nudge in the right direction, in terms of finalizing a more effective design, a pattern to assist 
users, and helping them find the right way to contact the right department, people, website links to find the right solution for 
what they're trying to address.

(See drawing on blueprint Contact for further suggestions) 
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